
Your elbow is the hardest part of your body.
I learned this in a self-defense workshop I went to at work one

time. It was the company-sponsored kind where you take two
hours from your job and do a bunch of yelling and getting in touch
with your inner Wonder Woman, with muffins and juice at the end.

I am reminded of this fact when I run smack into a woman in my
hotel lobby, jabbing my elbow into her shoulder. I wasn’t looking
where I was going. She seems peeved, but I am left wondering what
her excuse is for having run into me. Amazingly, she doesn’t say any-
thing—I imagine she feels at least half responsible, which is correct. If
she had gotten bitchy with me, I might have gotten snide, if not con-
frontational. I would have wanted to physically fight her, but I would
have resisted. I have never been in a fight.

I have been spoiling for a brawl for some time now. Since before
the self-defense workshop. It might have been part of why I took the
course, although I am also very big on personal safety and would like
to be prepared if anyone ever tried to attack me. I take the extra pre-
cautions. I carry pepper spray on my key chain, although I think it
might damage my ignition. I also carry a personal alarm. I saw them at
Rite Aid one time and, since there was a rebate, bought one for me
and one for my sister. I have never had to use it. But I was in the bath-
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room at a diner once—the diviest diner in my neighborhood—rooting
through my purse for lipstick, and in this rooting around, I somehow
knocked the pin out of my personal alarm. It was louder than I re-
membered and echoing off of tile and stainless steel, and I couldn’t
find the pin and my ears were starting to hurt, my heart bouncing
around in my chest, absolutely certain that someone would come,
blasting the door down in their haste, either prepared to rescue me
from my attacker or ready to throw me out because I was causing a
disturbance. I kept digging in my purse. It took me a full minute to
find the pin. Still no one. Even when I emerged from the bathroom, I
didn’t get a single reaction. After this incident, I’m not sure I should
depend on the personal alarm.

Yell “NO!” as loud as you can.
I often feel moved to fight other women. I know this is weird. I

think I didn’t get it all out of my system when I was a kid. I never
fought, except with my sister, and generally, we were pretty tame. Slap-
ping, maybe some biting, lots of yelling, and that was really it. I think
there was a lot that I didn’t get out of my system during childhood. I
was too good a kid. My mom still laughs about how, when she told me
to go sit in the corner, I’d go to the corner and stay, no questions asked.

Sometimes I go out downtown in Washington, D.C., and I run into
these girls—you know the type, with perfectly flatironed hair and too-
long pants, gold heels and silver eye shadow, drunkenly knocking into
whoever has the misfortune of standing next to her while she totters,
drink in hand, trying to fix the strap of her “Ooh! They’re so sexy and
strappy!” shoes. The girls who use their cell phones to call from the
middle of the crowd at the front of the concert during the performance
to their guy friend in the back to bring them more beer. The ones who
think they can hit on your boyfriend just because you aren’t in the
room. Or even worse, the ones who hit on your boyfriend when you
are standing right there and have already gone to great lengths to mark
your territory. They want me to punch them. They really, really do.
And so I imagine punching them. And, I think that if one of them gave
me a good enough reason, I would do it. I’m still angry at myself that
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I didn’t go head-to-head with the girl who sang along with every single
bit of music (even the guitar parts) at the Cake concert. I have to keep
reminding myself that she had about fifty pounds on me.

My boyfriend, Shaun (whom I like to call my man friend, since it
seems more appropriate for what we are: adults who live together), is
a former bouncer and current “don’t mess with me” man, and he says
that this is all well and good, but the problems are twofold: 1) It ab-
solutely sucks to be hit. So if you hit someone and he or she hits you
back, it will suck. 2) He really doesn’t want me to be in a fight.

Okay, I can get on board with number one. I’m hoping if I’m ever
suitably driven to a brawl that it will be with one of those 105-
pounders and I can knock her right off her excruciatingly pointy Steve
Madden pumps with one blow, drink flying, purse spilling its contents
on the hard checkerboard floor, her friends too shocked and now
frightened of me to know what to do and, most importantly, finally
struck dumb. Then I’ll have a little bit of practice under my belt and
can be better prepared to protect my probably glass jaw in the next al-
tercation. If at all possible, one needs some practice hitting before one
can practice being hit.

Now, number two is interesting. Shaun, adorable, progressive—
“I’ll raise our kids if you want to continue your fabulous career, oh tal-
ented you”—Shaun doesn’t want to see me in a fight? On one hand, I
can understand. I don’t want to see him in a fight, either. And perhaps
it ends there. But, of course, being a creative person and a writer
and—dare I say it and feed the stereotypes—a woman, I want to 
overthink things. Perhaps this is deeper. Why is it okay, expected even,
for men to fight? And why is it equally unexpected and not okay 
for women to fight? (Please let’s abandon the “women fighting in 
Jell-O/mud/with pillows” mental scenario right now. I’m talking real-
istic situations.) At Shaun’s house when he was growing up, there were
four brothers who roughhoused so hard that the ambulance had to
come out a number of times. If one of the older brothers hadn’t been
a member of the fire department, which I recently learned enabled the
family to place free emergency calls, they might well have been sent to
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the welfare office. This, to me, is like viewing clothing as purely utili-
tarian. This, to me, is like imagining that I could pee standing up. This,
to me, is like the elevators in New York City that don’t go to all the
floors. Foreign concept.

Do not practice these moves on your boyfriend. A woman from a
previous class broke her husband’s nose. By accident, of course.

Fighting with men is something I’m not nearly as interested in. I do
have the occasional wayward instinct to get into it with some jerky guy
who says something way inappropriate or talks through a concert. But
I don’t fantasize about that situation the way I do about fighting with
women. I have never made a boyfriend get into a fight because some
guy pissed me off. I have, however, wrestled with boyfriends. I don’t
mean that “Oh, we’re kind of making out, this could be construed as
foreplay” way. I mean that “We’re playing around and fighting and
both sort of trying to win.” I never win. I’m five-four and 130 pounds.
Shaun, the current administration, has eight inches and a hundred
pounds on me. I never even get close, although I do sometimes instinc-
tually throw in some good maneuvers. But even if he hadn’t (as it says
on his résumé) “studied mixed martial arts in a full-contact setting,”
he could best me every time. I remember being in high school and
going on one of my earliest dates, making out with a guy, a lacrosse
player, and having a moment of realization. If he wanted to, he could
pin me. He could easily best me physically. I’ve never forgotten that
moment, and perhaps this is part of where my self-defense obsession
comes from. I will not be the girl who is attacked and raped in the
laundry room. I will be the girl who is attacked and seriously maims
the guy who attacks me, forcing him to think twice about touching an-
other girl again.

Go for the eyes.
Perhaps this has lots to do with being a female right now. We are

staying single longer. We are supporting ourselves. We make our own
car payments. We have more options than we’ve ever had before. This
is an incredibly cool time for us. But simultaneously, we still feel con-
stantly defenseless. We are more likely than men to be a target for sex
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crimes and physical abuse. We still make less money than men do.
Men are in control of our government. Men effectively run our world.
Why are we still so vulnerable?

Make space between yourself and your assailant.
And there are these women—the ones I want to fight—who con-

tribute to making all women more vulnerable. We hold each other
back. We don’t make it easy for each other to succeed. Any woman
who’s been to a party where she didn’t know anybody and was ignored
by all the girls knows exactly what I’m talking about. Any woman who
didn’t like her guy friend’s girlfriend “just on principle” knows what
it’s like to feel threatened. Why do we feel so threatened by other
women? Why do we want other women to fail so we can succeed?
Why do we engage in constant competition with women we think are
more attractive than we are? Why do we hold one another back?

And me, I want to fight these women. I want to fight women who
play dumb to get attention, women who get too drunk to take care of
themselves without a good support system, women who bail on their
friends because they met some guy at a party, women who buy in to the
stereotypes we’re fed about how women should be, women who ped-
dle these stereotypes. Oh, and women who personally piss me off.

Kicking is a very good thing.
I guess I, like many people, have pent-up anger without enough of

an outlet. Maybe I should start exercising. I hear kickboxing is fun. Or
I should call my girlfriends more. Or maybe I need to write more to try
to change some opinions. Or, in the future, raise some strong little
girls.

But for now I’m going to do as my mama taught me and keep my
hands to myself.
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